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THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART SIX
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was
founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.
Brian Earl Brown became Official Editor (OE) by 1977 and put in a lot of work guiding the organization,
though not always competently. The Mailings at that time were in a real doldrums due to the paucity of
REH-related content and the lack of any interest by Brown to do anything about it, even to the point of his
weakening the rules that used to require such content. He at least had good communications with members,
explaining problems and actions, and holding votes over issues. In the early 1980s, Rusty Burke, Vernon
Clark, and Graeme Flanagan started pushing for more Howard-related content, as we shall see. By 1982,
the regular membership stood at 30 and Mailings were running about 185 pages in length. L. Sprague de
Camp, Glenn Lord, and Karl Edward Wagner were honorary members, and copies were being archived at
Ranger, Tex., Junior College.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175. [2] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #56 through #60.
In Mailing #56 (Mar., 1982), de Camp submits a letter defending his editing and pastiching Howard,
stating:
As for adulteration of Conan by posthumous collaborations, pastiches, and editorial
changes, all a reader who wants pure Howard need do is pay attention to the copyright and
contents pages of the Lancer-Ace Conan stories, where I carefully stated who did what
with what to whom. In the seventeen Conan stories from Weird Tales, plus “The Frost
Giant’s Daughter” and “The Vale of Lost Women,” changes are few and almost impossible
to find without a word-for-word comparison. Most changes are in punctuation, plus a few
to eliminate inconsistencies, such as spelling a name both “Kush” and “Cush,” and calling
the same helmet a basinet, a burganet, and a morion. If you confine your reading to these
19 tales, you will read 99.9% Howard. This is as close to any author’s published works
come to what he wrote; you should see what some editors have done to my copy. (p. 1)
Burke would reveal years later that this alleged purity of text was not true, as we’ll see later in this series.
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Brown says he’s returning a clause to the apa’s Rules which he’d removed earlier requiring that at least
some apazine (“zine”) content must relate to REH or heroic fantasy, as if he were finally acknowledging
that this had become a major sticking point during this era of the apa. (Burke points out in his zine that this
requirement had always been a good idea, but that its removal had been an arbitrary decision by Brown,
who should have consulted the other members.) Brown also proposed that several other issues be discussed,
including a new set of Rules.
Rick McCollum does the Mailing cover and remarks that he has been illustrating and publishing his own
series of New Wave comics by his Savage Press, which he then offers for sale. As he often does, he
incorporates his own art in his zine, including a new six-page comic strip. Joe Marek has Part 4 of his series
commenting on King Kull and Part 1 of his ideas about a Conan story chronology. Robert Schwartz reports
on a monthly Robert E. Howard Forum which he hosts at the Miami Beach Public Library to promote the
author’s popularity, as he also does in later Mailings.
Burke declares that former member Bob Barger’s amendment to the Rules (in Mailing #37), prohibiting
reproduction of copyrighted material without permission, was misquoted by Brown and not voted on by the
members, both facts being true but contradicted by Brown in his own zine. This controversy would result
in a vote to undo Brown’s changes to the amendment, which originally stated that reprinted material in a
zine could not count toward a member’s required minimum-activity (“minac”) contribution. Citing the
amendment, Brown rejected a 19-page zine submitted by Larry Montgomery for containing some comic
book panel reproductions. [2, p. 20] Most members would disapprove of Brown’s action, some calling it
censorship.
As he often does, Clark makes comments designed to get members to improve the content of their zines,
especially by increasing their relevancy to Howard. He criticizes Brown for his lackadaisical leadership as
OE and his arbitrary changes to the Rules without approval by the membership. He also has an essay on
Wagner’s fantasy anti-hero Kane, a reprint of an article on REH’s boxing fiction by Charles Saunders, and
his “Boxx Scores” (rating zines based on their sizes and frequencies) for Mailings #s 20-55.
Charlie Williams runs another installment of his Gilgamesh comic strip. He calls for more espirit de
corps and goal-related publishing in the apa, saying that the putative special Leiber Mailing (#53) had rather
little content related to that author. Williams reveals that a parody zine, True Defective, which he, Burke,
Clark, and Ken Clayton had self-published, got them sued for $500,000 for libel and slander by Williams’s
ex-business partner for references meant in jest, requiring them to spend almost $1,000 in legal fees to settle
out of court. Williams also criticizes Brown for “cheap shots” at Clark. This row would culminate in an
attempt to censure Clark for his own anti-de Camp rhetoric. Similarly, Paul Allen decries the “verbal
fistfights” that had been going on in the apa over such matters as de Camp’s exploitation of and influence
on Howard’s reputation. Allen encourages a return to discussing fantasy, and opines that de Camp, Wagner,
and some others were better writers than REH. “Howard showed flashes of brilliance, but was essentially
a product of the pulp age – a generally less educated and enlightened age.” (p. 6) Allen does praise the
Breckinridge Elkins yarns. Flanagan says that he doesn’t think de Camp has done any damage to REH’s
popularity, but quite the contrary. Flanagan also has the results of his “Egoboo Poll” (rating the quality of
individual zines based on member votes), which rated Burke as the best zine contributor. Flanagan
mentions that he self-published his booklet Robert Bloch: A Bio-Bibliography in 1979.
Former member Loay Hall returns to the apa, listing four books he has been working on or trying to get
published, but only one would ever be printed, i.e. L. Sprague de Camp: A Bibliography
(Underwood/Miller, 1983) by Charlotte Laughlin and Daniel J. H. Levack.
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In Mailing #57 (May, 1982), Floyd Choat does the covers of both sections. Lord notes that very few
new Howard books have come out in the past year, aside from a few pastiches like Andrew J. Offutt’s
Cormac Mac Art novels, because of the recession, though the Conan titles did quite well. He says Bantam
Books elected not to publish the three remaining books in the package of REH titles they had bought the
rights to a few years back, namely The Robert E. Howard Reader, Hawks of Outremer, and A Man-Eating
Jeopard. Bantam also gave up the titles they were publishing (Kull, Wolfshead, Skulls in the Stars, The
Hills of the Dead, and The Road of Azrael), though he was sure these would find another publisher (only
Kull, Skulls in the Stars, and The Hills of the Dead did). Brown quotes Lord as stating that Tor Books was
commissioning six REH pastiches and that the Howard heirs (Alla Ray Kuykendall and daughter Alla Ray
Kuykendall Morris of Ranger, Tex.), after getting royalty checks for a hundred dollars every now and then,
were now getting checks for several thousand dollars quite regularly (due to Lord’s work as their agent).
Lord had previewed the new Conan the Barbarian movie and thought it was not too bad, but, like he
expected, it bore little resemblance to Howard’s Conan. Responding to criticism by many members that he
had been making arbitrary changes to the apa Rules, Brown announced that a committee was being formed
to write new ones for REHupa.
De Camp says that he is going to be credited as a technical advisor to the Conan film, though none of
his suggestions had been adopted. In response to criticisms by Marek, de Camp admits to deleting the
hyphen from “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter,” but not to altering Conan’s itinerary, which appears in the
second version of the story, “Gods of the North.” He also confirms that he has decided to write “a biography
of Robert Howard when I learned that a friend, Dr. Jane Whittington Griffin, was a native of Eastland,
Texas, near Cross Plains; a longtime acquaintance of the Howard heirs; and an authority on Texan lore.
She proposed the book and will appear as co-author, although she died when she had worked with us on a
third of it only” (p. 1) He announces that Conan Properties, Inc., of which he was a director, had contracted
with James O. Rigney, Jr., to write a series of Conan novels under the name “Robert Jordan” for Tor Books.
Flanagan indexes the British magazine Fantasy Tales, starting in 1977 with the first eight issues. He
mentions that “Pigeons from Hell” had been scheduled for presentation on TV in Dec., 1981, as part of the
Darkroom series of dramas, but the series was canceled before the episode could be aired. (A 52-page
script adaptation by Peter S. Fischer and John Kneubuhl has been self-published.) Flanagan also includes
his separate Esoteric Order of Dagon (EOD) apazine Fantipodean #4, which contains a Weird Tales reprint
index (Part 1: Anthologies). Burke runs a report on his trip to New Orleans and an 11-page appreciation
and bibliography of Edgar Allan Poe, exploring Poe’s genius, accomplishments, and influences on others.
Poe happens to be Burke’s favorite writer. It is remarkable how many parallels there are between Poe and
REH, as seen in the following quotes from Burke, where I’ve bracketed some of my own words to
underscore those parallels:
[Poe was a]mong the foremost critics of his day, as well as an acclaimed storyteller … In
stories such as “The Tell-Tale Heart,” “Ligeia,” and “The Fall of the House of Usher” Poe
demonstrated his [storytelling] theory in practice. These are among the finest examples of
the storyteller’s art. In each there is not one sentence – not one word – which does not
‘tend … to the outbringing of (the intended) effect.’ … He was not the pure aesthete some
critics would like to make him. The majority of his output was done for magazines, and
was hacked out when he needed the money – which was all the time. … “What Poe is
saying that he added something fundamental to his borrowings by giving old themes an
urgency they could not have had on merely literary grounds – and urgency derived … from
his personal history. But the existence and popularity of this genre of literature, and Poe’s
overt and expressed understanding of its pragmatic utility, should be kept in mind when
his choice of subjects is under investigation. Poe did not popularize the horrible and terrible
[and Howard did not popularize the violent and the fantastic]; he specialized in horror and
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terror because he discovered they were popular.” … The circumstances of Poe’s life were
unfortunate, and it is true that some of his misfortunes were attributable to flaws in his
character, but he was not an opium addict, was not a chronic drunkard, was not the sadonecrophilic wretch [and REH was not the Oedipal schizoid] one writer sought to portray
him [as]. … His mother died of “consumption” (tuberculosis) … Yet it is only within the
past half century that Poe’s criticism has begun to focus more upon literary than personal
matters. Recognition has come slowly, but Poe’s place in American and world literature
is being increasingly recognized as being an important one. … “Poe’s literary
achievement, great as it is, does not surpass his influence. No other of his fellow
countrymen, in any field, discipline, or department of thought, has been so gifted in
producing fruitful ideas for other men to cultivate [and, for REH, to pastiche]. … Even
his personal pose [and Howard’s personae] was effective …” (pp. 4-9)
Burke goes on to say:
The debt owed Poe by the writers of the pulp magazine era is literally incalculable. …
The tremendous debt of H.P. Lovecraft has been acknowledged. That of Robert E. Howard
has not, because it is less obvious and because Howard has received less critical attention.
It is my opinion that Howard has been the victim of the same sort of attitude which for so
long denied Poe his rightful place in American letters. That is, the problems of his personal
life have been allowed to obscure serious attention to his work. “Oh,” say the pseudocritics, “he never successfully resolved his adolescent crises, so he wrote all these stories
about brutish heroes” or “Well of course he wrote all those dark, brooding stories because
he was melancholy by nature – killed himself in despair, you know, when his mother died.”
Little critical attention has been brought to the work itself.
Like Poe, Howard wrote a large number of pieces for a variety of markets, and he
borrowed themes which he felt would be popular in those markets – after all, he wanted to
continue to sell to them. But also like Poe, Howard lent a sense of “urgency” to these
themes that often raises them above the level of the merely derivative. Bored with a
generation of lesser writers who have imitated Howard (quite unsuccessfully, for the most
part), present-day critics tend to call any story of the so-called “sword & sorcery” type
“clichéd” and “formulistic.” Such criticism overlooks the fact that it was largely the work
of Robert E. Howard which established the “formula” which later writers would overwork
to the point of triteness. Howard himself was not above imitating his own (or other
people’s) stories to make a sale, but to dismiss him as a formulistic hack, to allow the
Conan stories to overshadow the larger body of his work, to dwell on his personal quirks
rather than his storytelling skills, is to do him, and the cause of fantasy criticism, a grave
disservice.
I find it ironic that in the case of both Poe and Howard we are indebted, for preservation
of the authors’ work, to editors who were not sympathetic toward them. … I believe
parallels can be drawn between [Poe’s literary executor] Griswold and L. Sprague de
Camp, who said of Howard’s writing that “his barbarian heroes are overgrown juvenile
delinquents; his settings are a riot of anachronisms; and his plots overwork the long arm of
coincidence”; who has contributed a good deal to the amateur psychoanalyzing that has
sought to take the place of serious commentary on Howard’s work; yet whose diligent
persistence is primarily responsible for the widespread availability of Howard’s work
today.
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Within the past half-century, Edgar Allan Poe has begun to receive the critical attention
be was due a hundred years before. It is time Robert E. Howard began to receive the serious
attention he deserves, as well. (pp. 9-10)
And Burke calls for better scholarship and criticism in REHupa.
Williams gives a detailed, graphical description of the recent birth of his son that could pass for a horror
story if it were fiction. Clark lists and reviews his choice of the 50 greatest books of fantasy ever written.
He also has his Boxx Scores for Mailings #s 20-56 and footnotes for his Kane essay in #56. McCollum
begins another of his comic strips. Trout lists and reviews the 10 books he’s most like to have with him if
abandoned on a deserted isle.
In Mailing #58 (July, 1982), McCollum does the cover and a strip on the inside front cover (both
reproduced below), as well as the back cover of Section 1 and the cover of Section 2. De Camp submits a
letter stating that REH didn’t have a hard-and-fast belief system, but acted like a Southern Baptist, occultist,
or agnostic, as the mood or discussion suited him, and that he half-believed in reincarnation. “Although he
spoke of himself as an agnostic, when he sold his first story he knelt down and thanked God. But he did
not retain any firm belief in a benevolent deity. If anything, he viewed the cosmos as definitely hostile.”
(p. 1) He calls Howard’s humorous westerns delightful, but then makes the clueless statement: “To become
an effective ‘serious’ regional writer, he would have had to learn much more about the daily life of the
region he chose and about human character and personality. Up to his death he showed a conspicuous lack
of interest in either topic.” (p. 1) That this isn’t true we know from Novalyne Price Ellis’s reminiscences.
[3-5] In the next Mailing, Burke responds to de Camp thusly: “I’m inclined to agree with your viewpoint
that REH probably had no set belief system. … It seems to me that Howard did have a fairly consistent
view of the world, and that you’re right in remarking that he saw it as basically hostile. I think he probably
did believe in a God, but had in himself enough of Conan’s pessimism to think that God wouldn’t pay any
attention to you. He seemed to think that, if a god helps you, it’s for his own reasons, and he won’t much
care if you happen to get mowed down along with the bad guys.” (p. 9) But Burke disagrees with de Camp
about Howard’s supposed lack of interest in character and personality. “While he was primarily interested
in telling a good story, he also created some memorable characters. True, he was not particularly interested,
it seems, in exploring the subtleties of human motivation; he did write with some insight into the heroic
character and the misfit. He seems to have been pretty contemptuous of “civilized” man, and so, probably,
felt little motivation to try to understand what we might call the ‘9 to 5’ mentality. He was, I think,
fascinated by the heroic, by what it is that compels a man to take control of events, to set his own course in
defiance of all odds, to act swiftly and decisively in the face of crisis, without regard to the opinion of
others.” (p. 9)
De Camp goes on to provide the following chronology of the de Camp-Howard-Conan connection:
1932-36: Robert E. Howard writes his Conan stories, of which 17 are published in Weird Tales and one
elsewhere.
1936: Howard, at 30, commits suicide at his mother’s death, leaving his father, Dr. Isaac M., Howard, as
his heir.
1944: Dr. Howard dies, leaving his estate to his medical friend, Dr. P. M. Kuykendall, in whose clinic he
had worked during his last years.
1945: Arkham House publishes a collection of Howard’s stories in a large hardbacked volume, Skull-Face
and Others.
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Rick McCollum’s cover for Mailing #58
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Rick McCollum’s frontispiece for Mailing #58
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1950: Gnome Press publishes Howard’s one book-length Conan novel, The Hour of the Dragon, as a
hardbacked volume, Conan the Conqueror. De Camp reads it and becomes an instant Howard fan.
1951: De Camp learns of unpublished Howard typescripts in the custody of the literary agent Oscar J.
Friend. He finds three Conan stories, two unpublished and one published in different form, and arranges
for their inclusion in Gnome Press’s five-volume series of Conan books.
1952-54: Gnome Press publishes the remaining four volumes of its Conan series. Friend and Kuykendall
discuss finding another author to carry on the series. Gnome Press persuades de Camp to rewrite four nonConan stories in Friend’s cache, with medieval and modern settings, to make them Conan stories.
1955: These four novelettes are published, as posthumous collaborations between Howard and de Camp,
in the book Tales of Conan.
1957: Gnome Press publishes The Return of Conan, a pastiche novel written by Lt. Björn Nyberg of the
Swedish Air Force and rewritten by de Camp.
1963: Oscar Friend dies. Gnome Press goes out of business. Dr. Kuykendall has died, leaving his estate
to his widow and their widowed daughter, Mrs. Morris.
1964: De Camp undertakes to sell paperback rights to a unified Conan series, on behalf of the Howard heirs.
Friend’s daughter, Mrs. Kitty West, decides not to continue the agency and proposes de Camp as agent for
the Howard heirs. He declines but recommends Glenn Lord, of Pasadena, Texas, a longtime Howard fan
who edited a volume of Howard’s verse, Always Comes Evening. The fourth paperback publisher de Camp
tries, Lancer Books, gives him a contract.
1965: The publisher of Gnome Press raises legal objections, and the project is tied up in litigation for over
a year.
1966: The case is settled out of court. Lancer publishes Conan the Adventurer, the first of 12 paperbacked
volumes of Conan stories. To strengthen the legal position of himself and the heirs, de Camp is advised to
write more Conan stories. He enlists Lin Carter as collaborator. Glenn Lord obtains the long-missing
Howard papers, including six Conan typescripts, one complete and the others unfinished, fragments, or
synopses. Carter and de Camp complete the incomplete stories.
1967: De Camp and Carter, the behest of Lancer Books, write the first of three books of Conan pastiches.
1972: Lancer Books goes bankrupt. After five years of litigation, Conan Properties, owned by Lord and de
Camp, is set up and makes contracts with Bantam Books and Ace Books to continue publication of the
Lancer paperbacks and to publish new Conan books by de Camp, Carter, Karl Edward Wagner, Andrew J.
Offutt, and Poul Anderson; also the novelization of the script of the movie Conan the Barbarian. (pp. 2-3)
Bill Fulwiler reviews the Conan movie, claiming that screenwriter John Milius “has an obvious respect
for his source material. The film is a rousing adventure which succeeds in capturing some of the spirit and
atmosphere of the Conan saga. Although not based on a specific Howard story, it includes at least three
scenes adapted from his fiction. Conan makes love to a witch in exchange for information (as does Bran
Mak Morn in “Worms of the Earth”), climbs a tower in search of treasure (“The Tower of the Elephant”),
and survives a crucifixion (“A Witch Shall Be Born”). Though set in the prehistoric Hyborian Age, the
film is not without relevance to the present, for it appears to be a thinly veiled attack on the Unification
Church.” (p. 1) He praises the acting of James Earl Jones and Sandahl Bergman, but is disappointed in that
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of Arnold Schwarzenegger. He also finds the sets impressive and the special effects good, aside from
Conan’s fight with the snake. Next, Fulwiler has an essay drawing parallels between Solomon Kane and
both King Solomon and Cain. Commenting on Burke’s essay on Poe in the previous Mailing, Fulwiler sees
Poe’s influence on REH as most evident in the Kull stories, particularly “The Mirrors of Tuzun Thune” and
“The Skull of Silence.” Daniel Wagner also reviews the movie, finding it impressive enough to draw people
into reading Howard. He likes the acting jobs done by Jones and Bergman.
Allen is serving as chairman of a committee of members who have been charged with revising the apa
Rules. He presents Part 1 of a bibliography of all the “vintage” fantasy in his personal collection, running
10 pages. McCollum starts his series of hand-lettered zines, combining it with 24 pages of self-scripted
fantasy art comic strips. He also includes a booklet titled “Homage to Howard” containing more of his art
and a list of his self-published and illustrated zines, which he offers for sale. Several members will single
out McCollum’s zine as the best in the Mailing.
Brown lectures the members on how each should behave respectfully toward one another as a means of
achieving a “collegial atmosphere,” rather than bickering among themselves, as he says so many have done
recently. Montgomery condemns Brown for rejecting the zine he had submitted for the previous Mailing
on the grounds of copyright violation. Montgomery claims it amounted to censorship and was childish
revenge for his critical attitude toward Brown. Montgomery tells de Camp that he enjoyed the Conan movie
more than de Camp’s novelization of it. Reviewing the movie, Montgomery admits it doesn’t portray
Conan and the Hyborian Age in a Howardian manner, but he thought it was good enough to attract readers
to REH. He says he thinks it has an “epic look” and was well made, with Bergman turning in a good
performance.
Leon Gammell reports on pulpist Bill
Crawford’s SF Weekend con at Newport Beach,
and reviews the Conan film, finding the sets well
done but lacking fidelity to Howard’s world, and
declaring that “the story was sort of a patchwork
mishmash” culled from various Conan stories. (p.
3) Trout opines that the Conan movie has good
visuals and that Bergman’s performance stands
out, but only because those of the other actors
“were god-awful, as was the story.” (p. 8) Clark
announces his publication of his new fantasy zine
Dark Winds, filled with artwork, poetry, and
serious pieces. The 52-page first issue (summer,
1982) is devoted to Karl Edward Wagner’s Kane
and contains work by REHupans Allen, Burke,
Fulwiler, Hall, Marek, McCollum, Trout, Winter,
and himself, as well as by former members Terry
Dale and John Melville. Only one issue was ever
published, selling now for about $25. It was edited
by Clark and was included in Mailing #113 of the
Southern Fandom Press Alliance (SFPA).
Regarding the Conan movie, Clark says
Schwarzenegger “was as close to Conan as a wet
blanket.” (p. 3) He says the film “was not only a
bad pastiche of Howard but just a plain sorry
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movie.” (p. 11) Clark has his own 53 choices for a “basic weird fantasy bookshelf” and his Boxx Scores.
He notes that, under Brown’s OEship, REHupa Mailings first exceeded 100 pages and, during the last 18
Mailings, quite exceeded that, stabilizing at over 200 pages for most of the last year. The average
REHupan’s contribution in the past year was 6.33 pages/Mailing, and the membership reached a full roster
(36) for only the second time in the apa’s history.
In his zine, whose cover is reproduced below, Burke has this assessment of the Conan movie:

Illustration from Mailing
#58 by Rusty Burke
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It stank. Sandahl Bergman was the one human ray of light in an otherwise ludicrous farce.
The sets and costumes were quite good, but the screenplay was one of the worst butcher
jobs I’ve seen since Corman’s Poe films, and there was simply no acting talent displayed
at all. Schwarzenegger has less emotional range than the tree he was supposedly nailed to.
I am now more than ever convinced he was not the proper choice to play Conan. I had
some hopes for the movie ─ they were all dashed. (p. 2)
He has a trip report on DeepSouthCon 20 in Atlanta. Burke then says he and other REHupans are
dissatisfied with the current state of the apa:
Now, I’ll be the first to admit that there are some few members of the apa who appear to
know their backsides from trenches when it comes to “serious and sober discussion” of
fantasy. But there are also any number who don’t. How can I look at this apa as a serious
scholarly tool when there are people in it who go on for pages about things they quite
obviously haven’t read? When people who do know something about the subject, like
Winter or Fulwiler, haven’t run more than barest minac in years? When the apa seems to
be dominated by people who think reading comic book versions is a decent substitute for
reading REH? It’s similar to the frustration I used to feel in trying to discuss literature with
people who never read anything but Classics Comics and Cliff Notes. In short … if the
apa is for serious, scholarly discussion of heroic fantasy, it has yet to be demonstrated to
me. I see a great potential for improvement, and desire an opportunity to demonstrate. …
Why content ourselves with the barest minimum requirements? Can we not aspire to
better? This is no slam at Brian ─ he’s done a reasonably good job for a long time, and I
realize he’s had his share of difficulties the past year. But it also seems evident to me that
he no longer feels the old enthusiasm for the apa, and I think enthusiasm, tempered by a
sense of responsibility, can add a great deal to the overall appearance and content of the
mailings. I don't think Brian’s been a bad OE, but I feel certain I can do a better job.” (p.
4)
Flanagan submits a booklet spotlighting the life and weird fiction of Margaret St. Clair, including a
bibliography. James Adams gives information and drawings of many different types of knives. James
Coplin runs his poem “The Ballad of Prescott John,” which follows.

THE BALLAD OF PRESCOTT JOHN
For the comfort of kin a lad seldom more pines
Than when cannon shot roars and the matchlock balls whine.
When it’s dust and black powder you drink of your fill
While your aching arms wrestle with pike staff and bill.
Where in nightcamps made restless by gunshot and groan
Among ten thousand strangers you tremble alone.
I’ve known all these tremors and now one more horror;
Not only the living fight on these French shores.
When the ten pounder’s blasted you under the clay
There wait press gangs more grim than the Lords of Array.
Before Hell blows the muster call to the beyond
Let me speak of the haunted guns of Prescott John.
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I was pressed as a Pikeman, the Levy from Kent,
Given steel cap and doublet and warring I went.
Till a musketball lamed me and from that day hence
From the Cannoneer’s ranks have I drawn my eight pence.
And I’ve rammed balls and wet swabbed and trimmed wickings on
and been friend to the Gun Sergeant fat Prescott John.
Like a powder stained ogre, unwashed and unshaved,
he would curse and would kick and work gun crews like slaves.
Aroar or arest care his guns never lacked;
He’d flog senseless the gunner whose barrel fouled and cracked.
Yet I worked at his side, drank his ale, heard his songs,
As his cannon belched fire against the red dawn.
“When I’m blasted to splinters, together they’s roar,
Will I curse he that lays me beneath foreign shores.
Send my bones to the King’s Foundry in London Town
For I’ve powder for blood and am steel toe to crown.
Grind my bones in with iron for some gun mold’s fill
and by God and the Devil, I’ll blast these French still!”
He was singing that song as a Clariss we fought,
When the gun by us burst and the powder kegs caught,
And all that was left from that white, searing flash,
Was smoldering ruin, twisted metal and ash.
And the French charged the center, like wasps from a hive,
Where John’s guns would have stopped them had he been alive.
They rode down our footmen, the musketeers ran;
The Center was shattered and past all command.
Yet the sizzling gun mounts hissed slowly and shrill,
“By God and the Devil, I’ll blast these French still!”
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As I lay burned and blinded, meat for a French sword,
Twas then, Hand of the Devil, John’s shattered guns roared!
No mortal hand primed them nor righted their aim
And I’ll swear that they howled as their split muzzles flamed.
And the craters they made took that French charge like chaff
And mad I may be but those haunted guns laughed.
Then I swooned as my wounds drove all consciousness on
Save that course, crackling chuckle of fat Prescott John.

(pp. 1-2)

Illustrations by
James E. Coplin

In Mailing #59 (Sep., 1982), Allen submits the new Rules proposed by the committee he chairs,
consisting of 14 other members, a majority of the apa. Minac is set at two pages of original, self-generated,
legible material every two Mailings; they have to pertain to Howard or related fantasy, and must not be
made available elsewhere before appearing in REHupa. A waitlist of prospective members would be
established when the membership roster is full (36, including at most four honorary members, who would
be voted for annually and did not have to pay dues; at the time these consisted of de Camp, Lord, Wagner,
and Ranger Junior College).
Gammell has a trip report on the 12th Annual Fantasy Faire held by Crawford. Williams presents another
installment of his Gilgamesh graphic adaptation. Burke runs a position paper on his platform were he
elected OE, including a rededication of the apa to the study of Howard and related fantasy; his intention to
make and enforce policy decisions with professional objectivity and consistency, rather than personal and
inconsistent bases such as those employed by Brown; and leadership with an enthusiasm that has been
lacking for some time under Brown. Burke tells Fulwiler that the Conan movie has a pretty awful story,
not at all in the spirit of REH. To Schwartz, he says that de Camp “has exhibited little sympathy for or
understanding of the very complex personality of Bob Howard, and he has done much, his disclaimer
notwithstanding, to perpetuate some of the misconceptions of amateur psychologists.” (p. 10) Unlike
Schwartz, Burke finds no evidence that REH was obsessed with suicide, though he was gloomy, and
perhaps the notion of suicide held some fascination for him. “Hemingway committed suicide, but that fact
has not been allowed to overshadow the power and vigor of his writing. For some reason, the fact of his
suicide seems to color most opinions of REH. People take their own lives for a variety of reasons, and not
all of them result from any inherent defect in character.” (p. 10) Taking issue with Brown about having
aimed “rantings and ravings and vague charges of malfeasance” at him as OE, Burke declares that he has
never impugned Brown’s honesty or sincerity, merely his arbitrary interpretation and inconsistent
application of the apa Rules. (p. 12)
Backpedalling from his condemnation of the Conan movie in the previous Mailing, Burke says he did
admire the film’s design, settings, and cinematography, but he still denounces the screenplay of
writer/director John Milius and co-writer Oliver Stone as having no relation to Howard’s characters and
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setting beyond the name of the protagonist. “I find the end product insulting to the memory of Bob Howard,
whose forceful, driving prose has been represented on the screen by silly, pointless drivel.” (p. 18) Burke
also notes several holes in the plot, and adds that Schwarzenegger simply cannot act. And while most of
the special effects were passable, the decapitated snake should not have died with nary a twitch. “I don’t
think the movie has done much for Robert E. Howard.” (p. 20)
Flanagan has a report on the 1st Australian Science Fiction Convention, whose Guest of Honor was Jack
Vance, whom he interviews. Flanagan also summarizes the results of his Egoboo Poll for Mailings #s 5557. Burke and Flanagan won for best overall submission. Clark has his Boxx Scores for Mailings #s 1-58;
Flanagan, Clark, and Burke come out on top. He then features his review of the Conan movie, the best
written one in the apa. He finds that the screenplay infused with interesting concepts, but that they are not
sufficiently developed, and the storyline meanders. Mood and atmosphere are beautifully handled, but
there is not enough of a plot to grab the viewer’s attention. Referencing the articles on the movie that
appeared in Cinefantastique magazine, Clark attributes a good part of the problem to the fact that important
segments of the violent action, supernaturalism, and characterization ended up on the cutting room floor
due to the predilections of Milius and designer Ron Cobb. “Milius paid attention to the look of the Conan
movie, but not its substance. … It’s not REH’s idea of what Conan is about, what Conan feels, what
motivates and drives a barbarian man against civilization.” (p. 7) Later, differing with de Camp, who did
not enjoy REH’s serious westerns, Clark says of them: “I think Howard’s stories of Elkins, Pike Bearfield
etc. capture the real Old West better than the melodramas written by people who get their old west stories
out of libraries and old movies!” (p. 9)
Marek gives more of his opinions on the proper chronological ordering of the Conan stories. Ron
Weston reveals that the Oklahoma building he had been living in had had its roof torn off by a tornado
when he was inside. His car was totaled and half of his H. P. Lovecraft collection was water damaged.
Mailing #60 (Nov., 1982) was the 10th anniversary Mailing and, thus, had been proclaimed to be
dedicated to Howard. It did bring in a record-setting 478 pages in six sections or supplements.
Additionally, a 50-page zine by McCollum was lost in the mail. 86% of the 21 members contributed.
In a letter responding to Burke’s assertion that REH was not suicide-obsessed, de Camp states: “When
Robert was a small boy, his mother said, he expressed a wish to die when she did. Children often voice
such a wish but outgrow it; Robert apparently did not. His letters express a wish to die ‘in the full tide of
my youth and strength’ and a dread of the physical decline of age. To his father and his friend T. C Smith,
months before his death, he said he did not wish to live after his mother, or was remaining alive solely to
take care of her. Draw your own conclusions.” (p. 1) Lord has the following note on Howard’s life:
Discouraged by lack of success as a writer and worn out by working long hours in a
drugstore, Robert E. Howard enrolled in a bookkeeping course at the business school at
Howard Payne College in the Fall of 1926. But when his health came back he “began
writing verse and playing seven-up with the boarding house gang” as he later wrote. And
when he began making a few sales, all thought of a career as a bookkeeper went by the
boards.” (p. 1)
Lord points out parallels between this part of REH’s life and the contents of his poem “The Seven-up
Ballad” (its first appearance) written at the time.
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Cover of the 60th REHupa Mailing by Charlie Williams
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Adams reports on Rivercon 7 in Louisville. Maureen Campbell has an essay on the sources of Howard’s
Hyborian gods and religions, as well as a list of her literary fantasy favorites. Montgomery indexes the Red
Sonja Marvel comic book. Flanagan interviews Australian fantasy author Keith Taylor, who was best
known to heroic fantasy fans as Offutt’s collaborator on the Cormac Mac Art pastiche novels When Death
Birds Fly (1980) and The Tower of Death (1982). Taylor was inspired to write heroic fantasy by reading
REH’s Conan the Conqueror, and admired Howard’s fiction because it is crisp, strong, straightforward,
and carries one along, not letting anything get in the way of telling a good story. Taylor said he was prodded
into writing his own sword-and-planet novel Lances of Nengesdul by Howard’s Almuric, which is one of
the very few REH stories he detests. Taylor admires its energy and action, but declares it has many flaws.
The novel begins with a slew of unbelievable coincidences. Then the protagonist is teleported to a planet
where everyone just happens to speak English (an error Taylor himself took pains to avoid in his own
Lances). Next, there are REH’s descriptions of the Gura tribe as having males who are supposedly “decent”
and “manly,” despite their dimwitted bloodthirstiness. Howard claims they treated their docile, “content”
females with “a rough kindness,” which somehow includes beating and whipping. And the Guras would
stupidly rather fight one another than band together against their oppressors. Flanagan goes on to list his
own 10 favorite fantasy books.
Burke submits an essay on REH’s psyche, especially as regards his suicide, entitled “Toward Other
Lands: An Approach to Robert E. Howard,” the best essay in REHupa so far. It concerns Howard’s genius
as an author, particularly as viewed as a Celtic bard or “seanchai” and his theme of personal freedom
expressed by heroes who choose their own fate and by his own choice of suicide. This essay is reproduced
below; a revision was printed in the journal The Dark Man #1 (Necronomicon Press, 1990). Marek presents
a Howard prose bibliography, updating the one in Lord’s The Last Celt (1976), divided into categories by
type and series protagonist and listing each piece’s easiest available source. This bibliography would be
updated by Robert M. Price in the journal Cromlech #3 (Cryptic Publ., 1988).
Clark indexes the contents of all the REHupa Mailings by then (59) and reproduces many of their covers.
Williams evaluates all the artists that had illustrated Howard-related comics and graphic magazines, saying:
One of the reasons that the comicbook Conan the Barbarian [CTB] succeeded at all was
the deliberate anachronism in the work of its first artist, Barry Smith. At first, Smith’s
work for Marvel betrayed him as a Kirby-clone … It was on Conan that Smith began to
demonstrate an approach to storytelling that was captivating, convincing, and obviously a
labor of love.
Smith’s skills sharpened and streamlined rapidly in the first few issues of CTB,
especially when teamed with a strong inker. Because he was from England and therefore
an insular environment, far-removed from the usual comicbook industry routines, Smith
became all the more indulgent in his pencil work, able to convey a setting and mood which
was tangibly different from Marvel’s other publications. Smith imbued a quality of
romanticism closely linked with a style of painting which was itself a reaction to and
against impressionism – painting best expressed in the work of Lord Leighton or Dante G.
Rossetti. This opulent neorealism stepped far outside mainstream comics and dismayed
many fans of Howard … Conan by Smith seemed to lack class, but was drawn with such
grace that I overlooked the lack of sheer bulk in the figure. Gesture and expression were
so subtly and carefully rendered, and the principles of storytelling so tightly focused that
Howard’s prose was suddenly clothed in flesh … (p. 3)
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Floyd Choat’s cover for the second section of Mailing #60
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Williams notes that the artist most closely identified with Conan is John Buscema, who:
is everything Smith is not: Buscema had been drawing coherent stories and strong
characters for many years, and had never been considered a prima-donna but rather a
reliable artist of the first rank. In the color comic CTB, Buscema’s craftsmanship is
unfortunately distorted by clumsy inking and muddy coloring. At its best, Buscema’s work
is a fluid, sensuous delight, with an arrogant line like Kubert or Hogarth. In the B/W
Savage Sword of Conan, his characters had more space and fewer confining ‘code’ of
artistic expression. Soon, Marvel launched a series of masterful REH adaptations in this
magazine, abandoning the chronological tale-telling which had hamstrung CTB. The
inking of Alfredo Alcala added a vivid dimension to Buscema’s pencils, and the finished
art had the very texture of an engraving … (p. 4)
Williams then indexes the contents of the first 65 issues of Savage Sword, the first 126 issues of CTB, and
all other Marvel REH comics and magazines. Finally, he runs another installment of his Gilgamesh
adaptation.
Fulwiler spotlights Fritz Leiber’s first Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser’s story “Two Sought Adventure,”
revealing its sexual symbolism. Trout, Clark, Burke, and Williams contribute another issue of their Weird
Tails parody. Clark gives his Boxx Scores for the first 50 Mailings and presents his essay “The Celtic
Twilight” on Howard’s Celtic-inspired heroes and writings; the expanded version of this essay (from
Mailing #82) is reproduced below. Burke reviews books on Celts and submits a 21-page report on his trip
to New Orleans.

Clark and Burke edit the
pinnacle of this impressive
Mailing: The Ghost Ocean and
Other Poems (title page version)
by Howard, illustrated by
McCollum, Trout, and Williams.
Its 48 pages (including covers)
are saddle-stapled into a B&W 6
⅞ × 8 ½-inch chapbook containing 20 poems, 17 for the first
time, in a run of 360 numbered
copies, the first 50 of which were
hardbound. Flanagan produces a
40-page 5 ½ × 8 ½-inch saddlestapled booklet entitled Boys’
Own Fantasy Annual 1982
comprised of his profile of
REH’s hero El Borak, a
reproduction of Howard’s story
“The Apparition in the Prize
Ring,” an illustrated checklist of
Earle K. Bergey’s covers for
science-fiction pulps, and a colCover by Charlie Williams
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lection of opinions and information on John W. Campbell’s fantasy magazine Unknown, including content
contributions by Bloch, de Camp, Leiber, and Manly Wade Wellman.
So REHupa’s first decade closed with a landmark Mailing whose size and quality would set the standard
for its best productions, heralding in a new era of better and more Howard-related material. And more
changes were in store, as we will see next time.
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